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Frequently Asked QuestionsFrequently Asked Questions

Find answers to FAQ regarding Fortix Business Accelerator service agreements.

Did I understand correctly that we invoice each other every
month $ 1,300, whereby the payments cancel each other?

That's correct. $1,300 + GST

When you say one-one-one consultation is for free : I assume
you mean a first consultation following the workshop ?

Yes, it is correct. One member = one free consultation no matter how many workshops they
attend. We want to avoid someone coming to all workshops and use it as a way to use your
services. In other words, if the member attends 3 of your workshops, that member is eligible for
only one free session with you and then if they want your services, that person needs to pay as
per your fees.

Do I keep ownership over the IP of my workshops?

Yes, we don't claim any IP rights for your workshops. We ask your permission to use
information/photos you supply to us to use for marketing purposes to promote workshop to
our networks.

What is the arrangement after the initial 3 months trial?

We will review the frequency of the workshops (may be more or less), the fees we pay and so
on based on the attendance and feedback from attendees. We will endeavour to improve the
value for our members and find win-win-win (if is not already) for all. If it works as is, we will
extend the contract for another period.

Could I start rather in April than March ?

Yes, of course you can.
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Will there be any coordination of workshop topics to ensure
duplication is avoided between different presenters, or are you
inviting presenters with different backgrounds so as to avoid
the possibility of overlap/duplication?

Yes, we are planning workshops in advance to avoid duplication on the day. We're also inviting
different presenters so we have a wide range of topics for our members. However, we can not
guarantee that topics will not overlap in some way as we're not curating the content of each
workshop giving presenters space to present at their own will.

In regard to offering/accepting to provide free one-on-one
consults for workshop members, are you expecting all
members to be provided with a one-on-one consult if they
request it and is the same person able to request a one-on-one
consult for each workshop, assuming that they attend more
than one of my workshops over the three month trial?

One member = one free consultation no matter how many workshops they attend. We want to
avoid someone coming to all workshops and use it as a way to use your services. In other
words, if the member attends 3 of your workshops, that member is eligible for only one free
session with you and then if they want your services, that person needs to pay as per your fees.

Will you be basing the criteria to continue solely on a minimum
4 out of 5 rating by participants for ALL six workshops
delivered, for at least three or more out of six, or will it be topic
related?

No. We will be putting other measures as well to make it fair and reasonable to everyone. We
will also take into the consideration other factors such as active in the community, help to build
Fortix, expertise and other.

Upon completion of the trial, what will the basis of the
engagement going forward, assuming a presenter is invited to
continue on?

We will review the frequency of the workshops (may be more or less), the fees we pay and so
on based on the attendance and feedback from attendees. We will endeavour to improve the
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value for our members and find win-win-win (if is not already) for all. If it works as is, we will
extend the contract for another period.

Free one hour consultation per member - Is there a max limit of
free consultation hours provider have to give?

One hour for a member is what provider agrees with Fortix. If they wish to give more for free, it
is entirely up to them. There are no limits on giving.

Maybe good idea to limit for example 10hours of free
consultation per month per coach (first come, first serve basic)
and anything after that will be charged by coach?

The limit is one hour per member who visits the workshop.

Does a free one hour consultation applies for non-members
too who will attend the workshop or is it just purely for
members?

No. Only members can get this.
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